IMMANUEL NOBEL JUNIOR
of theoretic knowledge, but he was a natural geijdus and had
inherited Olof Rudbeck's outstanding practical gifts. In 1826
he seems to have regarded his period of .training as ended, and
soon afterwards, in 1828, he entered the field as an inventor, and
applied for no less than three patents on the 24th March of that
year. The first application was in respect of " a planing machine,
of which I am the inventor, which has quite exceptional advan-
tages, both as regards quality of work and saving of time. Since
there is to my knowledge no other machine whatever that answers
this purpose, any further specification would appear to be un-
necessary/' His other two inventions were " a rolling press with
ten rollers, and a mechanical device/* The applications were
referred to the Technical Institute, which treated Nobel's plane
somewhat contemptuously, showing that there already were
several similar instruments in existence, but supported the two
other applications, especially " Nobel's mechanical device, the
object of which is to convert a rotary movement into a reciprocal
movement, and that, not by means of cogs, but by a belt . . .
The invention," the report continued, " constitutes as far as the
Institute is aware, an entirely novel and original improve-
ment	"
But Nobel had no luck* The Board of Trade* turned down his
application in respect of the plane, and as far as the other two
patents were concerned, the Board of Trade appears to have
forgotten all about the matter, for no decision was taken and no
resolution was passed.
At this time, in spite of his lack of theoretical training, Nobel
was making a position for himself as an architect and engineer.
In 1827 he married Andrietta Ahlsell, daughter of a head
clerk, and the marriage was extraordinarily happy. The life
* The Royal Swedish Boatd of Trade (Commerce Collegium) acted also as Patent
Office until 1891, when a special Patent Office was created.

